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ABSTRACT
Footprint is one of the most intuitive metrics in measur-
ing locality and the memory behavior of programs. Much
of the footprint research has been done on workloads con-
sisting of independent sequential applications. For threaded
applications, however, the traditional metric of footprint is
inadequate since it does not directly measure data sharing.

This paper proposes two new metrics called shared foot-
print and sharing ratio to capture the amount of active data
sharing in a threaded execution. It also presents an empirical
characterization of the data sharing behaviors using these
metrics on the PARSEC Benchmark Suite. Based on the
initial results, this paper discusses possible uses of the new
metrics in program tuning and optimization for threaded
applications on multicore processors.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—performance mea-
sures

General Terms
Measurement, performance

Keywords
Data footprint, multithreaded program, data sharing

1. MOTIVATION
Locality theory is the foundation for understanding and

managing how programs use hierarchical memory and stor-
age, which have become ubiquitous on modern machines.
Programs can be characterized by their data access features
based on a set of locality metrics derived from locality the-
ory.

In the 1970s, program locality was studied in a series of
research in working set theory by Denning et al. Differ-
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ent metrics were proposed for quantifying program local-
ity, including cache miss rate, which is widely used in the
evaluation of program performances. Footprint is another
well-studied metric that also quantifies a workload’s local-
ity. Performance models based on footprint are composable
and advantageous over cache miss rate. Time- and space-
efficient algorithms for computing footprint have been de-
veloped recently. Previous research efforts using footprint to
predict cache miss rate for sequential programs have proved
its power in exploiting a program’s memory usage pattern.

With recent trends in utilizing multi-core processors in
high throughput computing, parallel applications have be-
come pervasive nowadays. Performances of such workloads
heavily rely on use of memory components such as the shared
last level cache (LLC). For parallel programs, when and how
much data will be shared during the course of execution di-
rectly determines the optimal LLC allocation strategy. Data
sharing behavior is therefore one of the key features that
characterizes modern parallel workloads. Although recent
studies on the footprint model have demonstrated success
in composing multiple execution flows to predict cache miss
rate, they shed little light on how data is shared. This is due
to the fact that the footprint model only reveals the features
of OVERALL data accesses interleaved by ALL threads. In
order to utilize footprint theory to tackle the problems for
multithreaded workloads, the theory needs to be extended.

Therefore we propose two new locality measurements to
describe data sharing of multhreaded applications. These
new notions essentially represent the amount of shared data
and its proportion in footprint over a time period. They
are natural extensions of the footprint metric for sequential
programs in the world of parallel workloads.

This paper makes following contributions:

• We define a new metric called shared footprint (sfp)
for multithreaded applications. As in footprint model,
for efficient computation and representation, we use
average shared footprint (sfp), the average amount of
shared data within the windows of equal size in mem-
ory trace. Furthermore, we denote the ratio of aver-
age shared footprint and footprint as sharing ratio. It
can be seen that shared footprint and sharing ratio
are powerful tools to exploit the inherent data sharing
patterns of parallel programs.

• We perform a preliminary analysis on the data sharing
behaviors of the PARSEC Benchmark Suite [2], a suite
of emerging parallel workloads which are representa-
tive of next-generation shared-memory programs for



chip multiprocessors (CMP). As an initial analysis of
parallel workloads using shared footprint and sharing
ratio, we collected statistics from PARSEC at runtime
and characterized benchmarks based on these metrics.

• We also sketch a few applications of the shared foot-
print model to show its flexibility and extensibility.
These applications include quantification of false shar-
ing and suggestion of shared cache allocation strat-
egy. It is also helpful in providing guidance for thread
scheduling.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner.
Section 2 gives a formal definition of shared footprint and
sharing ratio. An example to further explain our metrics
is given in Section 3. Section 4 provides a characterization
of PARSEC Benchmark Suite using the sharing ratio met-
ric. Section 5 discusses applications of the shared footprint
metric that analysts could use to gain insights into multi-
threaded workloads. Section 6 presents related work and
Section 7 is future work and conclusions.

2. DEFINITION
Essentially the footprint is defined as the amount of dis-

tinct data accessed in a time period while shared footprint
refers to the amount of data that are accessed by at least two
threads. The proportion of shared data in all data accessed
in that period is called sharing ratio.

During the course of a program’s execution, a binary-
rewriting tool such as Pin[7] can instrument the program
to record the target address of every memory operation and
construct a trace of memory accesses. A performance tool
can utilize the trace or its statistics obtained from intrumen-
tation to compute locality metrics such as footprint. Re-
seachers usually refer to a subtrace as a window and the
amount of distinct data within a window is called the foot-
print of that window. The notion of window is an abstrac-
tion of time period in our locality theory. The length of a
window roughly corresponds to the duration of execution.
For multithreaded programs, all concurrent threads, execu-
tions can be serialized to produce one whole execution trace
for convenience of processing. An element or data in the
trace is said to be actively shared if it is accessed by at
least two threads in an execution window. The number of
distinct data so accessed in the window is called its shared
footprint which measures the amount of active data sharing
by different threads.

The distinction of being actively shared (or not) differs
from the quality of being shared (or private). A datum is
shared if it may be accessed by multiple threads. A datum is
actively shared if the accesses from multiple threads happen
in a given execution window. If we take the window to
include the whole execution, the set of shared data is also the
volume of active data sharing. If we take a shorter window,
some of the shared data may not be actively shared. In
the following, we use the term footprint, which represents
active data usage; and shared footprint, which represents
active data sharing.

More formally, we define a memory access trace of an ex-
ecution of workload as a sequence, s1s2...sN , where each si

is a data unit, representing a memory region of unit size (a
byte, a word, a cache block, or a page) and each si is as-
sociated with a thread id ti, which identifies which thread

made access to si. In this paper, we use wi,j to denote sub-
trace (or window) sisi+1...sj and the size of it is j − i + 1.
fp(w) is a function of window that maps window w to the
number of distinct data units within it. Data unit d in
a window wi,j is shared if there exist p and q such that
d = sp = sq(i ≤ p 6= q ≤ j) but tp 6= tq. sfp(w) is a function
of window. It maps a window w to the number of distinct
shared data units in w.

Given a memory access trace, computing the shared foot-
print for all windows will involve quadratically many win-
dows. Therefore we use the average shared footprint over all
windows of one size instead. We denote the average shared
footprint over all windows of size l as sfp(l) , which is

sfp(l) =

N−l+1X
i=1

sfp(wi,i+l−1)

N − l + 1

Note that an element may be actively shared in window
w but not so in another window w′. This is because it is
accessed by multiple threads in w, but by just one thread in
w′. Also note that we could define thread-exclusive footprint
in terms of data exclusively accessed by only one thread,
the traditional metric of footprint is sum of thread-exclusive
footprint and shared footprint. Let us denote average foot-
print over windows of size l as fp(l) .

fp(l) =

N−l+1X
i=1

fp(wi,i+l−1)

N − l + 1

It is helpful to know in a time period how many data
were shared among those accessed. Therefore we define the
notion of sharing ratio as the ratio of sfp and fp of a window
size. Parallel applications can be characterized according to
their sharing ratios under different configurations of runs, as
we will see later.

3. EXAMPLE
In this section, we give an example to explain the no-

tions above. To represent memory trace, we use letters to
represent data units and numbers above them as thread id.
Figure 1 shows a trace generated by a 2-threaded execution.
Thread 1 and 2 both accessed private data before accessing
shared data to synchronize. In this trace, the data units “a”,
“c” are private to thread 1 and “b”, “d” are private to thread
2 respectively. Data “e” is a global data shared by both
threads. Let us consider the windows of size 2. According
to the definitions of our new metrics, the average footprint
fp is 2+2+1+2+2+2+1

7
= 12

7
and the average shared footprint

sfp is 0+0+1+0+0+0+1
7

= 2
7
. In two windows, the data “e” is

accessed twice, thus only one distinct data is contained in
them and their footprints are 1. The rest windows contain
two different elements therefore their footprints are 2. On
the other hand, for a datum to be shared, there has to be
at least two accesses to it by different threads. In exactly
those windows accessing “e” twice, “e” is accessed by both
threads. Therefore only these two windows have non-zero
shared footprint.

Even if the data “e” in this example is shared by two
threads throughout the whole trace, it is private within some
windows. For instance, considering the window w4,7(the
window starting at 4th element and ending at 7th element),



“e” is accessed solely by thread 2. In this window “e” is not
actively shared, therefore the shared footprint of this win-
dow, according to our definition, is 0.

Figure 1: Example of memory trace for concurrent programs

4. CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS
In this section, we characterize multithreaded programs

according to their sharing ratios and present their computa-
tion pattern. We could use the definition of sfp and the al-
gorithm described in [16] to collect footprint (fp) and shared
footprint (sfp) statistics. We did experiments on PARSEC
v2.1 Benchmark suite testing programs using the three pro-
vided input sizes: simsmall, simmedium and simlarge. Upon
each memory operation, our instrument tool tries to ob-
tain a global lock provided by Pin to synchronize with other
threads and record the intended memory address and its
thread id. The data unit in the obtained memory trace is of
size 64 bytes, the cache block size on our experiment plat-
form. Every workload is benchmarked under thread count
configuration 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 except swaptions which
does not allow 64-thread configuration for simmedium and
simsmall input. For the sake of brevity, we only present the
memory trace size (N) and memory footprint (M) statistics
for simlarge input under 1, 4, 16, 64 thread configurations
in table 1. We used Pintool v2.11 [7] to implement instru-
mentation algorithm. The applications were profiled on a
Linux cluster where each node has two 4-core Intel Xeon
3.2GHz processors. The operating system kernel is Linux
2.6.43.8-1.fc15.x86 64.

We analyzed the sharing ratio of each benchmark under
simlarge input. By comparing this metric, multithreaded
programs can be categorized based on two criteria, sensitiv-
ity to thread count and sharing ratio change over window
size.

4.1 Sensitivity to thread count
This criterion measures a workload’s sensivitity to thread

count variation. If increasing multithreading does not have
a noticeable impact on a workload’s sharing ratio, we call
this workload insensitive to thread count. Otherwise it is
sensitive. This characterization relates the degree of data
sharing to thread count.

• Insensitive Applications Programs having this char-
acteristic have consistent sharing ratios under differ-
ent thread count configurations. A typical example
is blackscholes (Figure 2). Blackscholes is data paral-
lel, where a global array is initialized and partitioned
by the main thread. Worker threads handle their lo-
cal parts of the array with little interaction with each
other. Since thread interaction is quite low, increasing
threads has limited impact on sharing ratio. Similar
applications in our experiment are x264, canneal and
raytrace.

1n in the legend is the minimum number of threads to use

Benchmark 4-thread 16-thread 64-thread
N 16.69 16.69 16.69

blackscholes M 6.8 6.9 7
N 37.11 37.11 37.13

bodytrack M 24.18 24.52 25.42
N 124.45 126.87 132.32

facesim M 537.92 535.26 556.37
N 85.21 85.22 85.26

vips M 27.96 57 161.2
N 46.69 46.81 46.85

x264 M 38.58 92.38 291.02
N 186.75 186.75 144.14

raytrace M 294.85 294.99 281.92
N 85.8 85.8 85.78

ferret M 103.83 130.81 201.77
N 159.61 162.75 160.1

freqmine M 239.2 287.39 418.68
N 53.88 53.92 53.95

swaptions M 3.07 3.4 4.03
N 36.7 40.63 47.74

fluidanimate M 90.01 110.48 145.62
N 89.69 89.77 119.42

streamcluster M 14.96 15 15.26
N 27.55 27.54 27.54

canneal M 257.69 257.88 258.43
N 133.78 133.8 133.81

dedup M 1697.06 2160.51 1922.81

Table 1: For each benchmark, N is the memory trace size
of whole execution(108 times), M is the number of distinct
data blocks (104 × 64 bytes) accessed during the course of
execution.
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Figure 2: Blakcscholes: sharing ratio under different
window size1

• Sensitive Applications Programs in this category
exhibited sensivity to thread count variation. With
varying number of threads, their sfp have varied por-
tion in fp. One such program is vips (Figure 3). Vips
is a pipeline-style multithreaded image processing ap-
plication, it has 18 stages, which are grouped into 4
kernels [3]. Similar applications with high thread con-



tention like fluidanimate and facesim are also in this
category. Fluidanimate is data parallel but its worker
threads have communication with each other. It par-
titions a global 2D array based on the thread count.
Each thread not only processes its local part but also
interacts with its neighbors to handle the data on the
boundary. Therefore more threads incur more shared
data and varied sharing ratio.
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Figure 3: Vips: sharing ratio under different window
size

4.2 Sharing ratio change over window size
This criterion categorizes applications according to their

sharing ratio changes as window lengthens. Different appli-
cations may exhibit different sharing behavior in differently
sized windows. The amount of shared data in windows of
different sizes indicates the level of thread contention within
different time periods.

• Gradually increasing sharing ratio These programs
have gradually increasing sharing as window size in-
creases. Representative workloads include blackscholes
(Figure 2), canneal, facesim and raytrace. These work-
loads have a nontrivial amount of shared data and they
keep accessing new shared data as program runs. In
other words, their shared data do not have much reuse.

• Consistently high sharing ratio over all win-
dows The defining characteristic is high sharing ratio
in both short and long windows. The high sharing ra-
tio at short windows implies that threads compete for
shared data frequently. Benchmarks in this category
include x264 (Figure 4), bodytrack, ferret, freqmine and
vips.

• Sudden rise of sharing ratio Two programs in our
experiment had sudden increase in sharing ratio. They
are fluidanimate and streamcluster (Figre 5). These
two programs have low and consistent data sharing
in short and medium windows but data sharing rises
dramatically at one time point. Streamcluster is a
coarse-grained, data-parallel program, where threads
have low interactions with each other (This can be
seen from the invariance of sharing ratios under dif-
ferent thread count). The sudden rise is likely to be
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Figure 4: X264: sharing ratio under different window
size

caused by threads joining after parallel regions and
postprocessing performed by main thread.
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Figure 5: Streamcluster: sharing ratio under different
window size

• Sharing ratio decreases The only benchmark in
PARSEC of this type is swaptions (Figure 6). The
sharing ratio decreases as the window size increases.
For workloads in this category, there is a fixed set of
shared data but a much larger set of private data. The
shard data are repeatedly reused while private data do
not have much reuse. So, as the window grows, the
overall memory footprint grows but the shared foot-
print stays the same. Swaptions is a coarse-grained
data-parallel program where little data is shared. It is
worth noting the curve of 64-thread run. We believe
this high sharing ratio is caused by false sharing. Swap-
tions under this configuration allocated a global array
of 64 swaptions, each of which is of size 104 bytes, less
than 2 cache blocks. Each swaption is assigned to han-
dle one thread, therefore almost 60% of cache blocks



among the 104 cache blocks occupied by swaptions ar-
ray is shared.
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Figure 6: Swaptions: sharing ratio under different win-
dow size

4.3 Discussion
Our methodology in recording memory trace from mul-

tiple threads’ execution is strongly dependent on thread
scheduling and Pin’s internal locking facilities. It is admit-
ted that the exact memory trace is very likely to vary at
different runs. However, such dependences are inherent to
profiling of multithreaded program’s execution. Our experi-
mental results do exhibit impact from thread scheduling, but
such impact is bounded. What remains unchanged among
different runs is the basic shapes of sharing ratio curves,
on which our characterization is based. Therefore we argue
that our work is valid and our metrics are inherent to the
programs. We are currently restructuring our memory trace
model and incorporating probabilistic techniques into our
analysis to enable more statistically sound results.

5. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we briefly sketch three potential uses of

shared footprint and sharing ratio in parallel program anal-
ysis.

• Hints on Shared Cache Allocation When multi-
ple threads run on shared cache, it is unclear whether
partitioning the cache or leaving the whole cache as
shared is a good strategy. And partitioning part of
the cache for each thread as private while sharing the
rest is also permissible and may produce better cache
usage. The optimal allocation strategy is not easy to
obtain in practice and is dependent on specific work-
loads. The shared footprint model tells the amount of
shared data at any given cache size. Given a program’s
shared footprint and sharing ratio curves, analysts can
read out how much data is shared and make decisions
on shared cache allocation strategy to optimize cache
usage.

• Quantifying Level of False Sharing False sharing
is a performance degradation when two threads at-
tempt to periodically access seperate data that share

the same cache block [4]. With help of shared foot-
print modeling, we have a new representation of false
sharing measurement. Note that the size of data unit
in memory traces we obtained from instrumentation is
typically a cache block size for the purpose of model-
ing cache. By adjusting data unit size, we can manip-
ulate the granularity of sharing. The difference of two
shared footprint curves of different data unit size can
be thought of as a quantification of false sharing level.

• Thread Scheduling Another usage of shared foot-
print metric is to determine thread affinity. High shared
footprint indicates high level of data sharing. For any
given two threads, if memory trace generated by them
exhibits a high sharing ratio, scheduling them together
will yield highly efficient shared cache usage. There-
fore the metric of shared footprint could also be useful
in designing thread scheduling policy.

6. RELATED WORK
Modeling of program memory behavior has been investi-

gated since 1970s. Denning et al. have used memory access
trace to analyze programs’ working set [5]. Their work fo-
cused on sequential workloads. Memory footprint is proved
to be a successful indicator of application’s locality. An ef-
ficient algorithm in computing footprint was well develped
recently in [16, 15]. In [16], a footprint-based composable
model to predict memory performance was proposed and
evaluated.

Analysis on parallel workloads has become a new focus
of research today. Barroso et al. used performance coun-
ters and simulation tools to characterize the memory sys-
tem behavior of many commercial workloads [1]. SPLASH-2
Benchmark Suite was characterized by Woo et al [12]. Their
methodology was using execution-driven simulation. Jaleel
et al. analyzed data sharing for a set of parallel bioinfor-
matic workloads [6] using binary instrumentation. Another
focus of research is co-scheduling of threaded code. Schedul-
ing policies based on locality metrics have gained its suc-
cess in recent years. Pusukuri et al. developed a faithful
thread scheduling policy using a simple metric called scal-
ing factor[8]. Transformations of multithreaded code could
also yield high benefit in performance. Zhang et al. dis-
covered that currently standard compilation techniques still
lack support in cache sharing, therefore placement of threads
on cores does not impact performance much [18]. Sarkar and
Tullsen showed that by simply optimizing data placement
in awareness of cache sharing feature, noticeable improve-
ments will be achieved for a variety of parallel workloads in
SPEC2000 suite [9]. They utilized a Temporal Relationship
Graph to model thread relation and guide data placement
strategy.

Reuse distance analyses for multithreaded programs have
also been studied in recent years. Schuff et al. described a
private/shared stack model to extend reuse distance analy-
sis for parallel programs running on multi-core platforms [10,
11]. Wu and Yeung focused their work on loop-based pro-
grams and have achieved high accuracy in predicting last-
level cache performance [13]. In [14], they built a theotical
model to exploit an optimal hierarchical cache configuration
for loop-based parallel applications. Their works are based
on reuse distance analysis. Our work is also on program lo-
cality but uses techniques borrowed from footprint theory.



For sequential programs, footprint is proved to be more in-
formative than reuse distance [17]. So we expect that the
shared footprint model can provide deeper insights into par-
allel program understanding than concurrent reuse distance
anaysis.

In this paper, we adapted the well established footprint
theory to multithreaded workloads, which has never been
proposed before to our knowledge. The traditional footprint
model does not capture data sharing behavior for parallel
workloads. Shared footprint and sharing ratio can be a fit-
ting complement for multithreaded applications. This is the
first study that introduces a powerful locality analyzing tool
for parallel applications.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed new locality metrics, shared foot-

print and sharing ratio, for multithreaded workloads. They
are valuable for looking deep into the nature of parallel pro-
grams and preliminary analysis has proved its worth. We
conclude that our new metrics are amenable to extension
and practical use.

Sharing ratio and shared footprint are foundation of a new
set of locality thoeries for parallel applications. In future
work, we will focus on lowering the overhead of computing
shared footprint and constructing other relevant notions like
lifetime, sensitivity and flow rate for parallel workloads.
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